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from one AI-powered unified mangement interface.
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Overview

The growth of applications and data has increased the management overhead for 

backup admins and cloud personnel, who now must manage multiple cloud and on-

premises environments. This can be costly and complex, as incompatible tools must 

be cobbled together to view and manage the environment. Moreover, you’re wasting 

management time that could be better spent focusing on proactively protecting your 

organization against cyber threats. 

It’s time to simplify administration and regain control with Veritas Alta View —a  

single management console to efficiently manage data protection across any 

environment at any scale.

Veritas Alta View

Veritas Alta View is a centralized cloud-based management console that provides a unified view and control of the entire data estate—

across the edge, data center, and cloud—from a single pane of glass. It allows administrators to easily monitor and manage all your data 

protection, application resiliency, and compliance activities from one location. 

Key Features: 

• Single pane of glass for data protection to view and manage 

multiple NetBackup and Veritas Alta™ Data Protection 

domains, backup jobs, policies, and critical events

• AI-powered operational assistant  to stream line enterprise 

data protection

• Monitoring and alerting for storage life cycle policy backlog

• In-application audit logging for streamlined support case 

resolution of failed jobs

• Enhanced security with a singular view of your cyber 

security posture

• Role-based access controls, SSO, multi-factor 

authentication, and auditing

• Unified backup, storage and altert reports for quick 

resolution of issues
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  Unlock the power of centralized data   
  protection with Veritas Alta View:

• Centralized data protection and management across 

all environments from a single interface, eliminating 

the need for multiple tools 

• Simplified yet flexible policy management and 

workflows that support consistency across  

multiple protection tools by helping to eliminate 

configuration drifts

• Unified visibility with actionable insights for greater 

control over protection strategies and outcomes

• Delivered as a service, it quickly increases 

performance and reliability while reducing IT 

overhead (TCO, skill sets, and more) and provides 

access to the latest technology

• Quickly identify applications and services at risk 

with comprehenisive reports and alerts



A Single Portal to Access and Manage All Your Veritas Data Protection and Resiliency Services

Nearly 60 percent of Veritas customers manage at least 10 domains on-premises and countless cloud-based applications, leading 

to siloed management, inconsistent protection and cyber resiliency, and increased total cost of ownership (TCO). Veritas Alta View 

aggregates data from across your data management estate into a single management console, allowing you to access other data 

services while extending visibility, delivering consistent protecton and enhanced cyber resiliency. 

• Unify all NetBackup and Veritas Alta Data Protection domains, whether deployed on-premises or in the cloud

• Elevate your administrators by simplifying complex tasks and automatically identifying cyber vulnerabilities

• Collaborate across organizations by allowing users to access and edit specific resources based on their role

• Enhance operational efficiency through dynamic data visualization

• Access and manage other Veritas Alta services for complete data management in the cloud

One Portal to Access Veritas Alta Services for Data Protection

Veritas Alta™ 
Backup as a Service

Veritas Alta™ 
SaaS Protection

Veritas Alta™ 
Recovery Vault

Veritas Alta™
Reports

Centralized Management of NetBackup Domains

Job Management   |   Policy Management
Storage Lifecycle Policy Backlog Monitoring

Recovery Ochestration   |   Anomaly Management

AI-powered operational assisant 

Automates admin tasks 

Simplifies complex data management 

Automatically identifies cyber 
vulnerabilities 

Enhances operational efficiency through 
dynamic data visualization
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Figure 1. A unified management console, secured by default, to manage all your data protection services



Streamline and Automate for Greater Operational Efficiency

Many organizations struggle to understand their data footprint due to having an average of 3 data protection tools deployed,  

(Source: Vanson Borne). Moreover, data breaches are often caused by human error, so it’s important to streamline and automate the 

process of maintaining data resiliency and have an AI-powered conversational assistant that enables administrators to gain immediate 

help and insights.

Veritas Alta View simplifies hybrid and multi-

cloud data management by quickly monitoring 

and deploying jobs, policies, and audit logs 

from a unified experience. 

• View and manage policies with single-click 

deployment

• Monitor SLPs with the ability to set image-

age threshold alerts

• View critical events in one view

• Identify and view all clients and hosts, 

versions, applications, and the data centers with which they are associated

• Collect audit logs of failed jobs for faster case resolution

• Gain insights, monitor and optimized data protection with detail reports.

Hybrid and Multi-Cloud Protection that is Secure, Always On, and Always Up to Date

When data was stored and protected locally within your data center the control was in your hands. But with the cloud, you must 

remember that security is a shared responsibility between you and your cloud service providers (CSP)/application vendors. Therefore, 

you need to understand the limitations of your CSP data protection tools, be aware that you are ultimately responsible for protecting the 

data, and consider the multiple types of resources and applications across clouds.

Veritas Alta View closes the responsibility gap by providing an enterprise-hardened and secure application for managing hybrid and 

multi-cloud environments. It meets high security requirements and verification levels with user authentication, device identification, and 

data encryption.

Veritas Alta View delivers:

• Integrated best practices and expertise—assure and improve security posture while reducing the likelihood of attacks by adopting 

best practices from an experienced provider

• Alta reports—comprehensive reporting and analytics to identify, monitor, and improve operational performance

• Network isolation—neutralize the impact of attacks with a physically separate and clean set of files on demand, using air gap 

solutions and control/data plane separation

• Operational Assisant—streamline enterprise data management, boost cyber resilience, and empower IT teams

• Zero trust security—secure application access with unified RBAC, MFA, and SSO

Figure 2. Veritas Alta View Dashboard 



About Veritas

Veritas Technologies is the leader in secure multi-cloud data management. Over 80,000 
customers—including 91% of the Fortune 100—rely on Veritas to help ensure the protection, 
recoverability and compliance of their data. Veritas has a reputation for reliability at scale, which 
delivers the resilience its customers need against the disruptions threatened by cyberattacks, 
like ransomware. No other vendor is able to match the ability of Veritas to execute, with support 
for 800+ data sources, 100+ operating systems and 1,400+ storage targets through a single, 
unified approach. Powered by Cloud Scale Technology, Veritas is delivering today on its strategy for 
Autonomous Data Management that reduces operational overhead while delivering greater value. 
Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on X at @veritastechllc.
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Veritas Alta Cloud Data Management Platform

Veritas Alta View is a cloud-native unified, data management console that is part of the Veritas Alta cloud data management platform, 

a comprehensive, powerful platform that provides essential cloud data services engineered to ensure optimal performance and security 

across any environment. It allows organizations to take complete control of their data and applications in the cloud.

Take advantage of these other data protection services today:

• Veritas Alta™ Backup as a Service —provides an easy-to-use backup as a service solution that reduces the complexity, resource-

intensiveness, and cost of self-managed infrastructure while providing secure enterprise data protection and cyber resiliency 

aligned with your business priorities.

• Veritas Alta™ Recovery Vault —provides secure-by-default, cloud-based data vaulting, enabling quick and confident data recovery 

for Veritas Alta™ Data Protection, Veritas NetBackup, and NetBackup-powered appliances.

• Veritas Alta™ SaaS Protection—provides a powerful data management and protection solution, delivering fully managed, cost-

effective, automated backup and recovery for the leading SaaS business applications through a single, intuitive interface.

• Veritas Alta™ Data Protection—offers a self-managed, cloud protection option for 60+ different cloud environments, providing 

flexible disaster recovery options, elastic infrastructure, native container protection and recovery, advanced storage technologies, 

and AI-powered automated ransomware defense.

To learn more about the Veritas Alta cloud data management platform, please visit: veritas.com/alta.

Getting Started with Veritas Alta View

Veritas Alta View is now included with select NetBackup and Veritas Alta Data Protection subscription licenses. 

Get started today: veritas.com/form/etc/get-started-with-veritas-alta-view-today

Learn More

Veritas is a Leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Backup and Recovery and has been for 17 years, with more than 15 

years of experience in SaaS solutions. We help the largest companies—including 91 percent of the Fortune Top 100—protect their 

data, from terabytes to exabytes, from the edge to the cloud.

To learn more about Veritas Alta View for data protection, visit veritas.com/alta/view.
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